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“It’s kind of like the Triwizard tourn-
ament, except there’s no magic, no death, no 
French, and no dragons. So really  it’s nothing 
like the Triwizard tournament.” This is the 
description Stephanie Bergen, Residence Life 
intern, gave when asked about the Pumpkin Cup 
that occurred during the last week of October 
this year. The Pumpkin Cup is a new tradition in 
the resident community that hopefully will 
become as permanent as the residence halls 
themselves.  
 Last year, the Pumpkin Cup  was thrown 
as a “Parsons only” event, but this year it was 
expanded into a full-fledged rivalry between 
each of the Residence Halls. Basically, 
throughout the week before Halloween, a 
number of competitions were held on each night, 
and the winner of each competition earned points 
for their residence hall. At the final event, the 
points were tallied up, and the hall with the most 
points won the Pumpkin Cup and got to hold the 
trophy, as well as having bragging rights for the 
year. The second floor of Parsons was the first 
winner of the Pumpkin Cup.
 The Pumpkin Cup was expanded this 
year to the residential community in order to 
provide a safe, free and fun alternative for 
holiday activities. The first  event, held on 
Sunday, October 25, was a movie and costume 
contest. After spending time and money on their 
costumes, it was great for students to get to wear 
them more than once and contribute to their 
hall’s points. 
 Monday evening was a spooky confect-
ionary  test—residents were challenged to create 
the scariest and most  durable haunted 
gingerbread house out of graham crackers that 
they could. Eating the entries was prize enough.
 Tuesday was a mummy relay  race during 
open gym, and Wednesday was a collaboration 
between Res Life, Circle K, and the Faculty in 
Residence. Small pumpkins were painted and 
then donated to the Children’s Hospital, and 
large pumpkins were carved by residents and 
judged. 
 Thursday evening was a haunted treasure 
hunt. Clues were painted on pumpkins, and not 
only did the winners receive a prize, but their 
halls were awarded points. 
 There was a fourth residence hall 
involved in the festivities on Friday night as 
empty Baran Hall was transformed into a 
gruesome haunted house. Buckets of blood, a 
maze, and plenty of frightening characters 
infiltrated the dorm and brought it  back to life 
for a night in a spine-chilling, undead kind of 
way. Students entered the haunted house on the 
ground floor and then traveled through the 
second and third floors on self-guided tours. 
Specific rooms on each floor were decked out 
and filled with actors, and the students had to 
find their way through the clowns, scary doctors, 
serial killers, insane patients, and random 
creepers before ending on the first floor at the
SEE PUMPKIN, B1

Parsons Wins Pumpkin Cup
Emilie Schnabel

Staff Writer

Krinda Carlson
Staff Writer

Last month, 3,000 people gathered on 
the lawn of Washington State’s Capital building 
to participate in the Repossess and Invisible 
Children rally.  The event was part  of a growing 
biannual movement in the Olympia area in 
which churches gather with the purpose to 
“Bring worship to God…[and] partake in some 
local or global action of love and service,” as 
the Repossess mission claims. 

Saint Martin University  student Jessica 
Lathe, a senior psychology major, has been a 
part of the music and worship  team for 
Repossess since it started and says that this 
year’s turnout was the biggest ever: “It was an 
invigorating feeling to stand up and look across 
an ocean of students, parents, teachers, and 
leaders singing praise to God [at the end of the 
event] and just being a part of something so 

incredible.” The movement was so large that it 
gathered press and governmental awareness, 
partially because of its cause.

Invisible Children, the non-profit 
organization Repossess facilitated during this 
event, has a goal to raise awareness and help the 
children of Uganda.  Until several years ago, the 
shattered state of this African country was 
unknown to the developing world.  To bring it to 
light, it took three young Southern Californian 
filmmakers in search of a story…and they  found 
their story in Uganda.  The country  has been at 
war the past 23 years. The violence is spreading 
as the government of Uganda fights the Lord’s 
Resistance Army (LRA), a rebel group  with a 
mission to overthrow the current power.  The 
war-torn country is full of displaced and 
orphaned children where the children must flee 
into hiding each night to avoid being captured.
SEE INVISIBLE, B1
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On the first Friday of every  month, 
Saint Martin’s University  staff and student 
volunteers give their valuable time to help 
bring food to those who would otherwise go 
without.  Since 1988, Saint 
Martin’s University has 
been committed to this 
service.  The assistant 
d i r ec to r o f Campus 
Ministry, Nick Kucharik, 
who helps organize the 
endeavor, explains that 
“our food service has 
[always] prepared the 
meal on campus, and then 
our volunteers have taken 
the ready to serve meal downtown.”  

On October 2, eight students, ranging 
from freshman to senior status, drove 
themselves to The Salvation Army Shelter 

Community Soup Kitchen, formerly called 
Bread and Roses, in downtown Olympia to do 
just that.  

As soon as the soup kitchen opened that 
evening, a steady stream of people began 
flowing through the doors.  Many were soaking 
wet from the rain and some carried most of their 
belongings in bags with them. The meal of ham, 

pasta, and salad served that 
night brought a smile to 
many faces.  The childrens’ 
eyes in particular lit up at the 
countless options offered for 
dessert.  As the kitchen shut 
down for the night, the 
gratitude of the partakers 
hovered in the empty room.  
Nathan Marlow, a junior at 
Saint Martin’s who helped 
serve the meal, said of the 

people he encountered, “They seemed very glad 
to be receiving the help we were offering.”  For, 
heartfelt “Thank You!” sentiments were expre-
 SEE VOLUNTEER, B1

SATISFACTION OF SERVING AT 
THE SOUP KITCHEN

Krinda Carlson
Staff Writer

SMU STUDENT EXPOSES INVISIBLE CHILDREN
Jessica Lathe helps lead thousands in bringing awareness to Ugandaʼs Invisible Children

Photo by Ninalynn Benitez 
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INVISIBLE
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
 Because of the deaths of so many adults 
in the long-standing war, the LRA had turned to 
building their army through producing child-
soldiers.  They capture groups of children and 
coerce them into service by brutally murdering 
several selected victims in 
front of the others, then force 
the remaining boys to become 
killers and the girls to work as 
sex-slaves.  It is estimated that 
90 percent of the rebel force is 
now composed of abducted 
children.  

The three young film-
makers were shocked at the 
brutality  as well as the state of 
the children in hiding.  Their 
only weapon at the time was film, and they 
caught their experience to show the rest  of the 
world.  What started with only describing their 
experience in Uganda to just a few friends grew 
into drawing the attention of millions, and so the 
filmmakers established the Invisible Children – 
named after all the children in hiding, and the 
inability to identify  just how many young lives 
have been claimed by this war.   
 To emulate the magnitude of this cause, 

the Repossess and Invisible Children event last 
month was a massive overtake of downtown 
Olympia.  Fifteen churches from Thurston 
County area were represented, and supporters 
from all walks of life showed up.  Participants 
started at Marathon Park where they made signs, 
learned about the cause, and—most import-antly

—signed a petition req-uesting 
g o v e r n m e n t a l a c t i o n i n 
bringing peace to Africa.  The 
petition, with 1,400 signatures, 
was turned into the Wash-
ington State Senator, Karen 
Fraser, at the end of the 
evening.  From the park, 
thousands marched along 
Olympia’s streets waving signs 
and holding ropes in groups to 

represent the captivity  of the 
child-soldiers in Uganda.  Honks, yells, and 
cheers were heard from passing cars.  Once 
reaching the capital, a video by Governor 
Gregoire was played to show her support for the 
event.   

Two former child-soldiers, Thomas and 
Adik, were present to tell, in broken English, the 
horrors they witnessed.  They  spoke of the days 
when they  were younger: “We use to climb in 
the mango tree and just eat  mango.  Now it’s not 

PUMPKIN
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
International Club’s Halloween Costume party.
 If the chills from the haunted house 
weren’t enough to keep the students at bay, they 
were invited to attend a scary  movie double-
feature, co-sponsored by Res Life and Campus 
Life PROS. Halloween afternoon was also a 
busy  time around campus as a service to the 
local community, Res Life guided children from 
the Lacey, Olympia, and Tumwater areas around 
campus to trick-or-treat at volunteer residents’ 
doors. Having children trick-or-treat around the 
three residence halls allowed the children to 
emulate walking around a local neighborhood 
without risking dark streets and random 
strangers’ homes.
 The Pumpkin Cup, even though it  has 
very little in common with the Triwizard 
tournament, is a magical competition between 
the houses. The magic isn’t in the special effects, 
it is in the side effects of students becoming 
closer friends with each other and becoming 
more involved in the Saint  Martin’s community 
while competing. The pride and friendship felt in 
the resident committees as the result of these 
competitions are worth more than five thousand 
galleons. Who knows? The actual Pumpkin Cup 
trophy might just turn out to be a port key…

safe.  We can’t just climb there now.  We had no 
home.” Thankfully, Thomas and Adik now have 
sponsors in the United States and no longer have 
to endure long nights of fear and hiding.  

The rest of the evening of Repossess was 
dedicated to singing praise songs, lead by 
Jessica Lathe and the accompanying band.  

“It’s also rewarding to just step back and 
look at what God is doing in all of our lives. We 
always look forward to Repossess and expect 
God to do great things, and the things that do 
happen are out of this world and are so far 
beyond what we could ever imagine,” Lathe 
said.  

The next Repossess is set for Spring 
2010, and the leaders are planning the cause to 
go even further this time.  After all, the 
committee is dedicated to inspiring young 
people to not just be involved twice a year, but 
to be steadfast in “seeing their world change.”  
Lathe counts it as “a privilege” to be a part of 
leading such an impacting and positive 
movement for change.  

As for the Invisible Children, an ongoing 
petition for the United States Government to 
step up and help bring peace can be signed 
online at www.invisiblechildren.com.

VOLUNTEER
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
ssed, almost without fail, throughout the dinner 
service.

Even after the dinner ended, however, 
those who were served still faced hardships.  
One gentleman confided that he comes down to 
the Community Soup Kitchen to get food, and 
then has to wait until the shelter opens later on 
so he has a place to sleep at night. Since opening 
in 1865, the Salvation Army has not only 
provided breakfast, lunch, and dinner 365 days a 
year through their kitchen, but has also offered 

nightly lodging.  The only requirement for these 
services is that individuals arrive sober.  

After seeing this reality, Marlow says 
that by volunteering in the Soup Kitchen, “I feel 
like I’ve done a little to help those less fortunate 
than myself.”  This was the second time he has 
participated with Campus Ministry in serving. 
This enthusiasm to help is what Kucharik claims 
sets the university apart.  

“One of the things I appreciate most 
about our Saint Martin’s Community is its 
willingness to help.”  And, over his six years of 
working for Campus Ministry, Kucharik has 

seen an increase in this attitude, “In the last few 
years, I haven’t been going down to the kitchen 
as often because we have an abundance of 
students, faculty and staff wanting to go!”  

Anyone who is interested in helping is 
invited to sign up in the Campus Ministry office, 
Old Main room 201. The office sends the first 
eight volunteers on the list.  Despite the hectic 
schedules college students often keep, Marlow 
expresses the same outlook that all of last 
month’s volunteers echoed: “I do recommend 
everyone to join us at least once, it is an 
experience well worth the time.”  

 Dr. Richard Louis Langill, a history 
professor at SMU, is a stock market player, 
professional bowler, canasta hustler and lover of 
Chinese history. He 
is, in short, a very 
interesting person. I 
caught up with Dr. 
Langill in his 
sprawling two room 
extravaganza of an 
office, filled to the 
brim with plants and 
books. 
 Born in New 
York and raised 
(rather happily) in 
California, Dr. 
Langill came from a 
very ordinary family.
 “I don’t come from an educated family, 
my dad was an electrician with a 10th grade 
education.”  Langill was a rather average student 
in High school and when his mother died when 
he was 16, he was, “in a funk.”  Spending most 
of his time at the bowling alley, Dr. Langill met 
a man who would change his life. “I had a 
lawyer friend that said to me one time, ‘you are 

very smart, what are you doing here?’ He 
literally hand-carried me to college.”
 College was a slow start: “I think in my 
first year I majored in Canasta,”  but eventually 
Dr. Langill found something he liked. “I found 
something I was interested in: political science. 
I went from being a very bad students to being 
a very good student because of that.”  Dr. 
Langill graduated  with his MA in 1967 and 
volunteered for the Peace Corps. 
 “During my time in the Peace Corps I 
made toilets.”  Though the toilets were easily 
the least of his worries, the hardest part was in 
digging down. “Well, there was this really hard 
ground that was just all rock, and I couldn’t 
open it up. So I asked around again and again 
for some dynamite. Well eventually a guy came 
out with dynamite and set to make a hole. He 
used six sticks of dynamite. The hole was 
tremendous and I don’t think I’ve ever been so 
upset in my life.”  Aside from the mishaps with 
explosives, his home life was particularly 

interesting, “there were twelve children living in 
there and along with the adults on the other end. 
A thin cotton curtain is what separated me and 
my wife from my Samoan family.”
 Despite his hard times in Samoa, Dr. 
Langill seemed pretty content with his 
experiences there. After finishing his time in the 
SEE LANGILL, D1

Dr. Langill: back in action
Chris Wilson
Staff Writer

Dr. Langill in 1979

Submitted by Karissa Carlson

http://www.invisiblechildren.com
http://www.invisiblechildren.com
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 The Saint Martin’s University music 
department continues to provide opportunities 
for students to learn more about the professional 
performance world. Adding to these occasions is 
this year’s Artist in Residence, the Chinook 
Piano Trio. 
  “The Artist in Residence is a group of 
well-known musicians who fill a position of 
honor on campus,” said Music Director Darrell 
Born. “Many colleges and universities do this, 
where they bring in musicians of merit who 
perform recitals and teach master classes to 
improve the educational opportunities for 
students.”
 The trio is made up of Mary  Manning, 
violin; Holly Reeves, cello; and our very own 
Bruce Berry, piano. They  have performed 
throughout the Puget Sound area in various 
venues.
 “I’m excited that students will be able to 
experience a higher level of artistry  from the 
trio,” said Born. “They are fine musicians who 
will enlighten us throughout the year.”
 But before the Artist in Residence begins 

  It’s a Wednesday night on campus. Saint 
Martin’s University is quiet, as it typically is in 
the evenings. A mid-October chill settles on the 
wind as the stars rebelliously  shine over the city 
lights. Then suddenly, at 10 p.m., a thumping 
beat explodes in the Trautman Student Union 
Building. Open Mic Night  is closing. The SMU 
students have finished performing, and the last 
act has only just begun: Torture Box.
 1980s-style power metal riffs and awe-
inspiring vocals break the sacred silence of 
campus as Torture Box thrills the night with 
music that sounds something like what was 
playing in the background while you were 
conceived. Some students watch quietly  as 
others create a pit-less mosh, while guitar 
players Ricky Gabbard and Theron Cate play 
dual harmonies, drummer Daniel Yoder 
summons the spirit of Simon Phillips with his 
beat, bassist Frank Boss makes faces at the 

crowd, and singer Lucas Clevenger 
splits the air with his powerful voice.
 “We find our inspiration from 
metal bands of the past,” said SMU 
student Boss. “Power metal is its 
own genre, which I didn’t really 
know before I joined the band. 80s 
music is coming back, and people 
respond well to it.”
 Torture Box’s biggest influ-
ences are be Iron Maiden, Iced Earth, 
Nine Inch Nails and Judas Priest. 
 “They definitely have a 1980s 
metal feel, but they’re still unique,” 
said band promoter, Frederico 
Brugato.
 The two guitars dominate the sound of 
the band with their dual harmonies.
 “The guitars create a unique sound,” 
said Boss. “The dual harmony means that 
they play the same rhythm at different notes.”
 This kind of music is exceptionally  
technical, which has made Boss a better 
bassist.
 “It’s brought me to a higher level with 
the technicality,” said Boss. “I’m a punk rock 
guy, so it’s out of my comfort zone.”
 Torture Box has been playing nine to 
10 songs for a year, and is always developing 
new songs to keep  it fresh. The time it takes 
to create a new song to the point where the 
band is able to perform it is around nine to 12 
hours. 
 “Ricky [Gabbard] provides the basic 
template for a song, including a melody and 
some verses, he’ll gather ideas for a chorus, 
arrange it here and there, and then he’ll leave 
it  up to us individually to fancy it up,” said 
Boss. “It allows creativity and gives us a 
foundation to run with” he added.

 The band members lead separate lives, 
but still work towards the same goal. They 
come together as musicians, and each member 
possesses the same level of professionalism.
 “Everyone takes responsibility for 
themselves and is equally motivated,” said 
Brugato.
 Torture Box’s members are diverse, 
but at  band practice their musical abilities 
fuse.
 “We have a formula that  works,” said 
Gabbard. 
 The band also rarely encounters 
problems in Chemistry between the lyrics and 
music.
 “I can come in and throw down some 
lyrics, Ricky writes some notes, and we’re 
off,” said Clevenger.
 Most of the songs are written by 
Gabbard, and roughly  85 percent of the songs 
cover “good versus evil” topics. 
 “Ricky incorporates some religious 
foundations, but everybody has input,” said 
Boss. Gabbard is a recovering addict, and he 
SEE METAL, D1

to teach, the music department will perform 
three of their own concerts. The first was the 
Sacred Music Concert November 11 in the 
Abbey Church.
 The concert was sacred in nature, it  
included Biblical, historical and inspirational 
readings that set the atmospheric stage for the 
music. Some themes for this year’s readings 
were reconciliation, security, peace and 
celebration.
 The music featured some African-
American spirituals, Folk songs, traditional 
Latin songs, as well as traditional American 
Hymns were performed. 
  “We have some great arrangements,” 
said Born. “We are doing some twenty-first 
century composers with a renaissance style.”
 This year’s Procession of the Carols will 
be held Dec. 6 in Old Main. For this 
performance, the entire Old Main building will 
be festooned in Christmas ornaments and 
decorations, and the audience will be able to 
walk through the building, enjoying the décor 
and singers who will be performing throughout 
the building.
 After the Old Main fest ivi t ies , 
Candlelight Mass will be held in the Abbey 

Church, followed by the Abbott blessing the 
Giving Tree in the cafeteria.
 The Acting for Singer’s Class will be 
putting on their Out of Book Performance, “The 
Marriage of Figaro” in December. Born and the 
music department are particularly  excited about 
this concert  because it is exceptionally difficult 
music that SMU has never been able to do 
before.
  “For years we were never able to do 
music of this caliber because we couldn’t fill all 
the roles, but now we have more than enough 
talented people, so it’s a huge deal,” he said. 
  “The Marriage of Figaro” will be Dec. 
10 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Dec. 11 from 3 to 5 
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m., and Dec. 12 from 7 to 9 
p.m. in Kreielsheimer Hall. Admission is free.
 Separate from the organized concerts, 
the music students put together activities which 
all students can enjoy. 
 Wednesday nights are “Open Mic 
Nights” from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the Trautman 
Student Union Building, held by Michael Rossi. 
Also, Mondays are “Opera Night” in the Music 
Building at 6 p.m. Students can watch 
professional opera performances in HD. This 
event is held by Jake Kinderman.

Music department amps up program, performs new concerts
Trinity Hoffman

Staff Writer

Tourture Box: brings power metal back
Trinity Hoffman

Staff Writer

Torture Box plays at SMU with current student Frank Boss (far right)



Sports News

SPORTS
2009 Men’s

 Cross Country

Scott Bauer (FR)

Noah Caffrey (SO)

Cameron Grossaint (FR)

Nick Harvey (JR)

Spencer Hunt (SO)

Joseph Patti (FR)

Jacob Suazo (SO)

Kyle Van Santen (SO)

2009 Women’s 
Cross Country

Carelia Agis (FR)

Katherine Arena (SO)

Helen Camden (SR)

Krinda Carlson (SR)

Annie Lawyerson (JR)

Ashley Llapitan (FR)

Joscelyn Minton (SO)

Karissa Owen (JR)

Kaitlynn Pecha (SO)
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 With a change of weather comes a change 
of seasons, as well as the end of the 2009 
Cross Country season. 
 Saint Martin’s Universi ty  had an 
impressive year, building off of a productive 
season in 2008. This year, the Saint’s men’s 
team was without one of their best runners in 
years, John Riak, who had gone to the 
National Championship three years in a row.
 The strength of the team was recognized, 
even without the All-American Riak, as the 
men’s team was ranked ninth in the U.S. Track 
and Field and Cross Country  Coaches 
Association West Region poll, one of only 
three GNAC teams.
 The women’s team looked to build on their 
somewhat disappointing season last  year as 
they fielded a more experienced team. 
 Last year, the lady Saints showed just as 
much work ethic in the classroom as on the 
course as four student  athletes (three returners) 
were named for the GNAC All-Academic 
team. Krinda Carlson posted the highest GPA 
in the conference for the second year in a row 
with a 4.0. Helen Camden and Annie 
Lawyerson were also named. 
 The men did not disappoint in their first 
meet, which happened to be the SMU Invite 
held on September 5. The men took home their 
first ever team title under head Coach Julie 
Sullivan. 
 Kyle Van Santen led the Saints and 
finished with a time of 26:22.00 to take fourth 
place in the 8K. The Saints also locked up  the 

sixth, seventh and eighth place spots in the 
meet. Spencer Hunt finished sixth with a time 
of 26:41.40; Nick Harvey took seventh with a 
time of 27:11.80 and Joseph Patti came in 
eighth with a time of 27:25.40. Scott Bauer 
finished in 20th with a time of 29:04.00 to 
bring the Saints point total to 32; 17 ahead of 
Pacific Lutheran University.
 The women’s team finished third at the 
meet and were paced by Carlson who finished 
eighth with a time of 24:56.60 for the 6k race.   
Camden was 11th in at 25:11.80 followed by 
Kaitlynn Pecha in 13th with a time of 25:28.40. 
Laweryson took 16th running a 25:44.70 while 
Karissa Owen was 25th in 27:10.90.
 Van Santen was the most impressive 
Saints runner this year as he continued to 
improve throughout the season. The 
sophomore from Lake Stevens, WA followed 
his fourth place finish at the SMU Invite with a 
ninth place finish at the 18th annual UW 
Sundodger cross country  meet, which was held 
September 19 at  West Seattle's Lincoln Park. 
200 other runners were in the race as Van 
Santen cruised to a time of 25:05.96. SMU’s 
star male runner followed that performance 
with another fourth place finish, this time at 
the Evergreen Invitational. The 25:57.07 
performance lead the men to a second place 
finish as Hunt finished ninth with a time of 
27:02.18.
 Van Santen continued his strong season 
with a ninth place finish in the men’s 10k at 
the 36th Annual Western Washington Cross 

Country Invite at East Lake Padden Park. He 
finished with a time of 32:32; a minute faster 
than in 2008. 
 He finished the season with an eighth place 
finish at the GNAC Championship, and a 
seventeenth place finish at the NCAA Division 
II West Region Championship Meet to cap  a 
great season.
 Some of the stronger finishes for the 
women this year came from Laweryson. The 
Junior from Puyallup  was the top  finisher on 
the women’s team in three meets this year with 
two top ten finishes. Carlson shined at the 
SMU Invite, helping the Saints finish third 
overall. 
 Though the Saints did not qualify for 
national competition this year, they  did show 
great signs of improvement, especially for 
such young teams. There is no doubt that 
Sullivan has the program moving in the right 
direction and that the runners are constantly 
working to improve in the off-season and 
during the season. 
 On the men’s side, expect another 
preseason ranking as the Saints will be lead by 
a more experienced and stronger Van Santen. 
The women can also be expected to improve 
on their finishes as a team and could crack the 
top three in multiple meets next year.

CROSS COUNTRY SEASONS COMES TO AN END

Brandon Jones
Co-Editor

Hello sports fans, a lot goes on 
within a month, so here is both a 
recap and a preview of my top 
stories (in top  five fashion, of 
course):

5
Kyle Van Santen: I personally 
hate running, so to hear about 
someone like Van Santen finishing 
in the top ten multiple times in 
cross country races makes him a 
man amongst boys. Good job KVS. 

4
XC and V-Ball: These two sports 
are coming to a close and I’d like 
to congratulate every player and 
coach on their successes this 
season. Good luck next year! 

3
BASKETBALL!: My favorite 
sport and possibly the most 
exciting sport to watch at SMU 

(Sorry  Golf) has started, so please 
attend the games!

2 and 1
SAINTS  SOCCER!!!!: So if you 
don’t know by now (then please 
leave) the Men’s soccer team 
decided to destroy the competition 
this year and win the schools first 
GNAC title! Seriously, after only 
three years they have won a title.

 BUT THAT’S NOT ALL! The Saints 
also finished with some great 
individual accolades: Rob Walker, 
GNAC Coach of the Year; Forward 
Xan Nixon, goalkeeper Zac Lubin 
and midfielder Ruben Orozco all 
earned first-team GNAC honors; 
Midfielder Vlad Voin and defender 
Erik Orozco earned second team 
honors ; James Schmid, Tony 
Armitage and Brandon Scott earned 
H o n o r a b l e m e n t i o n h o n o r s . 
Congratulations guys.

Congratulations 
SMU Menʼs Soccer! 
#1 in the GNAC

Pictured clockwise from left: Kyle Van Santen, Noah Caffrey, Annie Lawyerson, Scott Bauer, Joscelyn Minton

Brandon Jones Co-Editor

GO SAINTS!!!



while I believe that everyone ‘should’ receive 
quality health care, I do not believe it is 
economically  plausible …  There is, however, a 
giant cash cow that the federal government has yet 
to tap: Marijuana. It is a bit of a taboo subject, 
especially among the social elites, but if you really 
stop to think about it, it makes sense. Weed is not 
addictive. It  is not habit-forming. The long-term 
effects are less harmful than those associated with 
tobacco and alcohol. Yet, the government refuses to 
legalize this substance. Besides saving the huge 
amounts of money that are currently being spent on 
this ‘war on drugs,’ legalization would place weed
under the control of the FDA for the purposes of 
SEE HEALTH CARE, D1 

If anything, this new plan might be good 
in the short term, but probably not long 
term. —Joshua Hite (Class of ’13)     

to everyone that  needs it and at the same time allows for private 
companies to compete with it would seem to be a good solution. This 
plan will end the dominion that  HMOs have on medicine in this country, 
and hopefully help  bring about a more consumer-friendly  market where 
prices are lower and more people are covered … Many social programs 
exist today that have not led us to Communism — as Fox News seems so 
fond of insinuating. —Michael Rossi (Class of ’11)

Personally, I believe that the plan is just 
another intrusion the government is 
making in the lives of citizens. I am a 
strong proponent of competition, and if 
you nationalize health care, competition 
goes out the window. If a neurosurgeon is 
the best in his field, his paycheck should 
reflect  that. If you nationalize it, that 
doctor gets the same pay  as the 
neurosurgeon who is faulty and less 
competent. And, under a socialized 
system, you wouldn't be able to choose 
which doctor you may want to be treated 
by because the government would be the 
one who decides which doctor treats you. 
You are just assigned … I want a say in 
who is treating me … People are saying 
that this is health care for ‘everyone,’ but 
really, it's not. What President Obama is 
proposing is not going to be ‘free’ because 
there would still be premiums and co-
payments that people would not be able to 
afford. Even the cheapest ‘policy’ won't 
be low enough for the poorest in the 
country. My real problem with it is that  it 
would diminish individuals' control over 
their own personal health care … Yes, I 
agree health care needs to be reformed in 
the hands of the citizens, with the right to 
choose their insurance and their doctors 
without penalty. —Anonymous 
(Class of ’10)
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One of the most  crucial recent debates in 
America is whether to accept or reject, support or 
oppose the National Health care plan currently 
being modified and remolded in Congress. 
Earlier this year, President Obama proposed a 
plan to socialize our health care, extending 
coverage to the tens of millions of Americans 
who currently live without any  coverage. 
However, in an effort  to address the concerns of 
multiple groups of people, the plan has grown in 

I think that  health care should be 
provided to people who cannot 
afford it.  However, socialized 
health care can easily  be abused. 
—Rachel Golda (Class of ’10)

I spent my summer living in Seattle and everyone up there was 
honking and screaming for the new health care plan ... and that was 
even before most of the details were known. I think health care does 
indeed need to be made more available and affordable, so I also 
enthusiastically  applaud that, but now I'm going to play the ‘devil’s 
advocate.’ Honestly, I do not agree with socialized health care. Why 
doesn’t the government just put regulations on health care costs? Why 
not reform what’s already there instead of making us plunge further in 
debt as a country to begin a whole new program? I know currently the 
bill is just footing governmental health care as an option, but I fear that 
it’s just the first step to making it the only health care available … I’m 
just saying it is a very  precarious situation to sign our health over to 
the government. —Krinda Carlson (Class of ’10)

Human life has a value 
beyond money. Even if it 
comes at a price when we 
would rather keep  the money, 
it's more than worth it.
 —Paul Weeks (Class of ’12)

I’m down for a new socialized health care option … not just because it will at 
least give a health base for people and families that don’t  have health care, but it 
will be free for the most part. A constant sore spot  on the matter is, I believe, that 
they  are trying to fund this new initiative through an increase in our taxes. But a 
good question to those opposing this matter is, “will an extra $50 a year in taxes 
be worth it?” I’m down for people to have some of the things they enjoy and not 
spend so much of their time worrying what to spend their money on. Money  for 
health care is needed, but with this new health care reform, paying for it will no 
longer be a necessity or requirement. —Robbie Coyer (Class of ’11) 

Much can be revealed of a 
society’s morals by the way it 
treats the least among us. I would 
say it is an injustice to allow the 
current system to remain. A 
system that provides health care 

I think that there is definitely a major 
problem with our health care system—
but that whatever that problem (or 
problems) is (or are) — its center is an 
issue of money … The system seems to 
be based on making money and not on 
care. This would imply that some policy 
should be instated making people care 
more about the people and not the money 
— but is that in itself ethical? And how 
will we do it—with more money? If the 
issue is actually about choice and 
whether or not to make everyone’s 

In my  honest opinion, I believe we 
should go through with it. An 
estimated 94 percent of American 
citizens will be covered and the 
hard working middle class and 
poor will have health care. What's 
not to like about that? 
—Stephanie Sanders (Class of ’13)

It's a crap idea and will be the end 
for the little guy. People who work 
hard for an honest living are being 
choked to death to make ends meet 
while their tax dollars are being 
rationed out to the bums on street 
corners and people too irres-
ponsible to make an honest living. 
Folks who run small independent 
businesses are going belly up, and 
those who still manage to hang on 
cannot financially support what this 
new health plan requires for aid of 
employees. Say ‘No’ to Obama 
care while this is still a free country 
… essentially this new health plan 
is also a death sentence to the 
elderly. Now hip replacements and 
heart surgeries will not be issued to 
those who need them, but those 
who are most viable to utilize the 
aid to its fullest extent in their 
lifetime, because under the new 
plan, to make this care more 
available, the government will put 
a limit on the number which can be 
issued. Ironic. 
—Anonymous (Class of ’10)

I'm for health care because at  least we're 
trying to change things when we take 
action. It can go bad in the long run, but 
at least the attempt was made. It's better 
than sitting around and ignoring the 
problem. —Justine Woo (Class of ’11) 

complexity and raises moral and ethical as well 
as pragmatic conflicts of interest. Some people 
fear the government’s growing influence in 
their private lives. Many question whether this 
plan will improve present conditions or not; 
some fear it  will cause deterioration in the 
quality of health services. Doctors may lose 
money  and patients. Insurance companies may 
fold. People may be forced to pay  a penalty for 
refusing to purchase health care. 

President Obama handed his plan to 
Congress recently  so that a compromise may be 

reached between opposing groups through 
making alterations to the plan. As always, the 
voices of the people are crucial and must be 
heard. What we want  and what we need must 
be made known. For this to happen, we must 
not be afraid of giving our honest perspectives. 
I asked several students in the Saint Martin’s 
community  to give their opinions regarding the 
health care plan. Their comments rang from full 
support to full opposition, with plenty of 
middle ground in between. The answers were 
compiled in no particular order:

STUDENTS RESPOND TO NEW HEALTH CARE PLAN
Written and compiled by 

Tristan Beach, Staff Writer

coverage equal, that’s a whole other question of social and political philosophy 
that equally confuses my ethical reasoning. —Samantha Ordos (Class of ’10)

I am against any  nationalized health care. The government needs 
to stop trying to invade people’s lives and leave the private 
health care system alone. —Heather Varner (Class of ’12)

It depends on how you want to approach the issue. 
As a Catholic, I believe that life is sacred and the 
fact  that some individuals are either denied 
treatment or receive sub-par care simply because 
they  do not have ‘adequate’ coverage or wealth is 
unacceptable. There is no reason why, in a nation as 
powerful and wealthy  as ours, some people cannot 
get the treatments they need. Economically 
speaking, I believe that socialized medicine will fail 
for the same reason that Socialism in general fails 
— it sounds good on paper but does not take into 
account the nature of man. If medicine were to be 
socialized then I believe that we would see an 
overall decrease in the quality of health care as the 
incentives for effective treatments disappear. So, 
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THANKFUL 
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Krinda Carlson
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This summer I had the privilege of working 
for a ministry up in Seattle called Changing a 
Generation.  The mission of this organization is to 
educate, empower, and aid the orphaned or 
impoverished across the globe, one child at a 
time.  

One country of focus for Changing a 
Generation is Bulgaria.  We often hear about the 
pain and suffering of other countries, but 
Bulgaria?  And yet, it remains a country flooded 
with poverty and rejection—BBC coined the term 
“Abandoned Children” to classify the state of the 
young in this country.  Let’s put ourselves in the 
lives of Bulgaria’s abandoned children for a 
minute…
 You have one major defect – the color of 
your skin.  It’s darker than normal, so you are 
labeled a “gypsy” and thrown out onto the streets.  
They  treat  you like a dog.  You have no place to 
live and are starving.  They look at your pleading 
eyes and say, “It is only a gypsy.”
 You were born with a twisted leg, and 
your parents left  you on the doorstep of an 
orphanage in shame.  After all, you’re not fully 
human since you can’t function like a normal 
being.  No one will touch you because you are a 
cripple.  From the simple lack of touch, you die 
before you reach your seventh birthday, which 
often happens to disabled children in this country.
 You only own one set of clothes and no 
shoes.  In this set, you play on the streets, go to 
classes and Sunday school. You sleep  without 
clothes, even in the winter.  You don’t know the 
meaning of pajamas.  But one day, some nice 
people from the Sunday school give you a brand 
new set of colorful clothing.  They  tell you it is 
pajamas and you use them for night-time so you 
can stay warm.  But they are so beautiful! So, you 
and your friends show up the next day wearing 
them to class—and next week you proudly strut 
in your bright new garments during the town 
festival.  A superman cape is flying behind you or 
“Cinderella” is written across your pretty 
nightgown, and for you, it’s the best set of 
clothing you’ve ever owned.

These are true stories, and I tell them because 
I must.  Not only  do they remind me to be 
thankful for even the simple extravagance of 
owning several pairs of pajamas, but they make 
the words of Proverbs 31:8-9 throb inside of me: 
“Speak up for those who cannot speak for 
themselves, for the rights of all those who are 
destitute.  Speak up and judge fairly; defend the 
rights of the poor and needy.”  Maybe I can’t 
change the country of Bulgaria, but perhaps I can 
change the life of one needy, destitute child…and 
that’s a start.  Being thankful is a wonderful thing, 
but when I think of these stories of abandoned 
children, sometimes it’s not enough.  After all, to 
make true Thanksgiving there must be thanks and 
giving!

For more information on how to help the 
needy, go to www.ceitci.org/orphanage.htm or 
visit Campus Ministries to discover further 
options.
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regulation and distribution control. Also, 
legalization would enable the government to 
tax marijuana, providing a substantial source 
of revenue. These funds could then be 
funneled into the new, socialized health care 
system to ensure that the incentives still exist 
for quality care. So, I suppose the real 
question is this: Would you rather the federal 
government spend its money on keeping a 
substance that is less addictive and deadly 
than tobacco off the streets, or would you 
rather that money goes toward ensuring that 
all Americans receive the accessible, quality 
care that is their right?
 —Alex Dolby (Class of ’12)

Do not let these be the only voices  heard. Your 
own voice is  just as  important. Creating an 
open dialogue will help inform all of us  and 
lead to  sound personal and national decisions. 
If you have any comments, drop off your 
comment by room 175 in Old Main or leave a 
comment on our facebook page. 

LANGILL
CONTINUED FROM B1

Peace Core, Dr. 
Langill went to 
CSU to obtain his 
doctorate. He 
finished up his 
work in 1974 and 
began teaching at 
Blackburn College. 
 During his 
first year of 
teaching, he ended 
up with a Russian 
history class, “about which I knew nothing.” 
Dr. Langill, in many ways reminding college 
students of their procrastination, said that he 
was usually only about a chapter ahead of the 
students he was teaching.
 He spent over 10 years teaching at 
Blackburn, but when politics and rocky 
relations formed,  Dr. Langill hightailed it over 
to SMU in 1986 where he spent 11 years as the 
Vice-President of Academic Affairs. However, 
despite enjoying his job, “in ’99 I asked Astolfi 
if I could teach history again, and he let me. I 
really missed teaching.” 
 Teaching again, Dr. Langill mentions 
that his favorite subject to teach is Chinese/
Japanese History. 
 “I just get the way Chinese history 
works; it’s very, rhythmic and very logical.” 
Langill enjoys his time teaching, and spends 
his spare time listening to the rock music that 
he didn’t allow himself to enjoy when he was a 
student. 
 “Well, when I was young I didn’t have 
a taste for rock, but as I grew older I’ve 
learned to love 60s and 70s rock music. I love 
Steely Dan and James Taylor.”
 Aside from these interests, Dr. Langill 
is a early riser (usually around 4 a.m. or 5 a.m.) 
and a lover of gardening as evinced in his 
appropriately plant-rich office. Don’t get him 
wrong though, Dr. Langill does have other 
interests: he loves art, playing the market and 
architecture.  

METAL
CONTINUED FROM B2

includes his experiences and healing in the 
songs.  But the lyrics are subjective, and the 
band strives to make the words relatable. 
 “They use their life experience to 
have spiritual undertones,” said Brugato. 
“Even when life is low, there’s still a 
reason to celebrate, to stay  on a good 
path.”
 When their path leads to a venue to 
perform, each band member has his own 
way of entertaining the crowd.  
 “I like to make lots of eye contact, 
mouth the lyrics and get as close to the 
crowd as possible,” said Boss. 
 The s inger, as far as crowd 
interaction goes, is the most important, and 
Clevenger keeps the energy levels 
elevated. Gabbard and Cate are reserved, 
b u t a s g u i t a r i s t s , t h e y s p e a k f o r 
themselves. Yoder, as the drummer, stays 
active with his intense drumming and also 
makes faces at the audience. 
 “We do our best to both play well 
and entertain, because we want people to 
have a good time,” said Boss.
 Sean Macandos, an audience 
member at the Open Mic, said of Torture 
Box: “They’re killer, sharp, and on point.” 
 Quinton Mitchell agreed, saying of 
lead singer Clevenger, “He has an 
impressive voice.”
 Last August, Torture Box played in 
downtown Olympia at a metal-oriented 
Battle of the Bands contest. To say the 
least, they won.
 “One of the contest officials said 
that we annihilated everybody,” said Boss.
 So how does a “killer” band form? 
O b v i o u s l y, n o e q u a t i o n h a s b e e n 
developed, but in Torture Box’s case, 
Gabbard and Cate moved to Olympia for 
personal change and family reasons. 
Gabbard originally played blues music, but 
became bored with that genre and changed 
to power metal. Cate and Gabbard started 
jamming together, and Clevenger came 
along and busted out a few lines, more 
than impressing the guitarists. They had 
one drummer for a few years, but he quit 
and Clevenger found Yoder to keep the 
beat. Boss is a Fort Lewis soldier who 
advertised himself as a bass player. 
 The only thing they needed was a 
name.
 “For a while we could only practice 
at the singer’s house because he was on 
home monitoring, so he couldn’t leave his 
house,” said Boss. “After practice, we’d 
want to go have some beers, but Lucas was 
like, ‘I can’t leave, this thing is my torture 
box,’ referring to the monitoring box 
strapped to his ankle.” 
 When the band was discussing 
possible names, Clevenger suggested using 
that nickname, and it stuck.
 Like their name, the band members 
of Torture Box want to stick around for a 
long time and make their mark.

Dr. Langill

http://www.ceitci.org/orphanage.htm
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Thy walls always sticky,
 Shower floors always icky;

 Where doth my sweet Baran Hall went?

 Sodexho did rule,
 And Bon Appétit did drool,

 Over how our money was spent-

 Baseboard heating all broken,
 1:00 a.m. freshmen outspoken:
 The exit sign all tore and bent-

 Friends ‘cross the way,
 The gentle axe bouquet,

 and perfume composed the freshman scent-
 

 Roommate’s mess always eeking,
 The windows all leaking,

 And the mattresses moldy and rent-

 Bathroom sink dishes,
 Unfulfilled wishes,

 Of time meaningf’ly spent-

 Late night taco bell runs,
 Video games won;

 Musing over what “that book” meant:

 Gang showers alone,
 I trudge onward home:

 Wondr’ing where my Baran Hall went. 

We asked you to tell us about your Baran 
Hall memories!

 Glitter, girl fights and roller-skates: 
these are the winning ingredients that make 
up Drew Barrymore’s sassy directorial debut, 
“Whip It.”   Set in Austin, Texas, “Whip It” 
tells the story of Bliss, a struggling beauty 
pageant contestant who finds refuge in the 
cut-throat underworld of roller derby.  
 Based on the novel Derby Girl by 
Shauna Cross, “Whip It” is essentially  a 
coming of age in the midst of a heated roller 
derby rivalry.  “Westside Story” had the Jets 
versus the Sharks; “Bring It On” had the 
Taros versus the Clovers (go Clovers!); and 
“Whip It” has the Hurl Scouts versus the Holy 
Rollers, battling for roller derby dominance.  
Bliss (Ellen Page), who is forced to enter 
beauty pageants, finds her escape when she is 
urged by three roller skating glamazons to try 
out for the Hurl Scouts.  Her performance is 
memorable despite the severe lack in 
chemistry with her indie rocker love interest, 
Oliver, played by lack luster actor Landon 
Pigg.  The scenes between the two come off 
as awkward and uncomfortable.  
 Other notable members of the Hurl 
Scouts are Rosa Sparks, played by forgotten 

early  2000s rapper, Eve, and Maggie 
Mayhem, played by  Kristen Wiig.  Kristen 
Wiig gives a stellar performance as Bliss’ 
mentor.  It is her character that gives Bliss 
her roller derby name, Babe Ruthless. Drew 
Barrymore plays Smashley Simpson and 
absolute ly s teals the show with her 
character’s stoner antics.  Although it could 
come off as tacky that Barrymore stole a film 
of her own direction, you have to just accept 
it.  You either have got it  or you don’t, and 
Drew Barrymore has plenty.  
 Let’s move on to the Hurl Scouts arch 
nemesis, the Holy Rollers.  Sometimes actor, 
sometimes rocker Juliette Lewis plays Iron 
Maven, the leader of the Holy Rollers.  She 
completely commits to the character and 
plays the role as villain exceptionally well.  
Her confrontation with Ellen Page over not 
being the league poster girl left moviegoers 
with one of the most epic food fights in film 
history.  
 The ascetics of “Whip It” seem to be 
of the same vain as other low budget indie 
films.  Bliss hails from a small town, which 
has the feel of Napoleon Dynamite’s 
stomping ground.  In fact, the world of “Whip 
It” could be described as “Napoleon 

“Whip It” rocks and rolls Box Office
Dynamite” mixed with TLC’s “Toddler’s 
and Tiaras.”  But you can’t forget to add a 
pinch of female cage fighting.  

Before watching the film, I was 
nervous the roller derby  sequences would 
come off as fake and calculated, but was 
pleasantly surprised.  The action was spot 
on, and every actor, and/or body  double, 
held their own.
 Overall, the writing flowed; however, 
there was one measly  line that almost blew 
the whole thing.  I nearly choked on my 
overpriced popcorn and Cherry Coke when I 
heard Maggie Mayhem say, “You can never 
have too much Lash Blast!”  Anyone with a 
television knows Drew Barrymore is 
spokesperson for Covergirl’s Lash Blast 
mascara.  Such blatant product placement 
comes off as obnoxious. If that is what I 
wanted to see, I would have stayed home 
and watched a marathon of Bravo’s “Top 
Chef.”  
 With that one indiscretion called out, 
“Whip It” still stands as one of fall’s must-
see films.  With glitter, girl fights and roller 
skates; what more could you ask for? 

We've all heard the old adage: 
technology: can't live with it, can't live 
without it (or was that supposed to be the 
opposite gender?). In any case, since 
technology is  such a dominant force in our 
world, it seems  only natural it would 
infiltrate our entertainment as  well. Which 
brings  us to the latest imagined utopia-gone- 
wrong of the no t - to-d is tan t fu ture : 
"Surrogates."
 Eventually (sooner rather than later, 
as  the movie suggests), mankind will cease 
to believe our mothers  when they tell us  it’s 
what's  on the inside that counts, in favor of 
perfect, robotic replacements.
 In the theme of Vonnegut's  haunting 
short-story "Harrison Bergeron," surrogates 
were at least initially designed and created 
to level the playing field for the disabled. 
But, like any “good” piece of tech, whether 
the average consumer needed it or not was 
put on the back-burner to the desire to have 
the latest, greatest thing. 
 By the year 2017, the world will be 
ruled by role-playing agoraphobics , 
“dreads” who fight for the removal of 
surrogates, and the “live” movement who 
are the minority occupying small surrogate-
free compounds. After all, why be you, 
when you can be better: beautiful if you're in 
fact ugly, skinny instead of fat, or even the 
opposite gender? What could go wrong in a 
world in which everyone could be exactly as 

they wished? If anyone gets  particularly 
rowdy, the law need only to shut down their 
surrogate.
 Enter FBI agent Tom Greer (Bruce 
Willis), who, robbed of his  younger, more 
attractive surrogate early in the film, must 
search for a weapon which melts  surrogates, 
and somehow overrides the safety measures 
to kill their operators. The illusion of utopia 
begins dissolving quickly thereafter. 
 But viewers should note the year in  
which this  dystopia is  set: 2017. Why so 
soon? For those less  technology savvy, what 
i s p e r h a p s m o s t d i s t u r b i n g a b o u t 
"Surrogates" is that the technology is 
already here. Alright, so no, we don't quite 
have the formula to create a perfect, fully 
functioning android replica of Angelina Jolie 
at our disposal. However, we are already 
seeing great advances  in technology to help 
the disabled to walk again, as well as in the 
fields of virtual-reality and mind control 
based technology. And, one has to wonder 
about all the various online communities 
which are already at the consumer's 
fingertips—identities and profiles  just 
waiting to be built.
 The film itself, while titillating, is not 
quite of the caliber that it demands to be 
seen on the big screen, but definitely worth 
noting when it reaches DVD. Should you 
feel so inclined, the movie’s website 
provides you with the tools to create your 
own surrogate. Select its gender, age, race, 
appearance and voice and share with your 
friends at:
www.chooseyoursurrogate.com.

“Surrogates” Must see or DVD?

Gary Fiorina
Staff Writer

Amanda Hatman
Staff Writer

Ode to Baran Hall: 
Musings From a Former Freshman

 by Chris Wilson 

http://www.chooseyoursurrogate.com
http://www.chooseyoursurrogate.com
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THAT DOESN’T MAKE SENSE!!!
Jake Kinderman 

Staff Writer
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Our Mission: As fellow students at 
Saint Martin’s University, our staff is 
constantly working to keep you up to 
date on what is going on around 
campus , ou r communi ty, and 
throughout the world.   Our newspaper 
will provide information that is 
valuable to our campus and especially 
to the students at SMU.  We will never 
back down from taking on any issue at 
our school and promise to give our 
best efforts to keep the community 
informed.

Co Editors:   Layout Editor:
Brandon Jones   Nick Harvey
Katie Hawkins 

Business Mangager:   Photographer
Steven Durgan   Ninalynn Benitez 
               
Staff Writers:   Tristan Beach
Krinda Carlson             Gary Fiorina  
Amanda Hatman   Trinity Hoffman
Jake Kinderman   Chris Wilson
Emilie Schnabel

For Questions, comments, or 
suggestions, please send an email to 

Belltower@stmartin.edu, drop a note by 
room 175, or visit our facebook page!

THE BELLTOWER STAFF
Role of the Advisor: The 
advisor is a journalist, educator 
and manager who is, above all, 
a role model. The advisorʼs 
u l t imate goa l is to mold , 
preserve and protect an ethical 
and educational environment, 
not to monitor the final content 
of the student newspaper.

Belltower Advisor 
Julie Yamamoto

SPORTS WRITER 
WANTED! 

Want to be involved in The Belltower? 
Pick up applications in the TUB and 

drop them off in room 175.

Why don’t college guys own dress 
clothes? It is frustrating to see 
students dressed inappropriately to 
special events, especially when 
they  are the ones involved in the 
performance. A friend of mine 
requested that a group of us dress 
up to go for dinner for their 
birthday and someone wore a polo 
and jeans. Wearing a polo does not 
mean you are dressed up! From 
what I have seen, many  guys on 
campus seem to only  own one pair 
of slacks, if they own any at  all. 
Our youth needs to get it together 
and learn how to look presentable. 
Trying to be the “guy that is too 
cool for slacks” doesn’t prove 
anything except the fact that you 
are incapable of cleaning yourself 
up. Good luck getting a job in 
those skinny jeans, buddy.

It seems that every morning, each 
class has that person that is five to 
10 minutes late. Since the 
tardiness is consistently five to 10 
minutes, you would think that 
after weeks and weeks of this the 
late person would just  bump their 

alarm back, say, I don’t know...five 
to 10 minutes! Stop being that 
awkward person that stumbles into 
class with a Starbuck’s concoction 
and a sweaty brow from attempting 
to run up the stairs, but couldn’t 
because you don’t want to spill 
your coffee. Set your clock 10 
minutes earlier.

Why do people vandalize bathroom 
stalls? It  can’t be to impress the 
opposite sex, because I’m assuming 
not many visit the same stall. It also 
couldn’t be because you feel such 
an emotional artistic surge while 
relieving yourself that you can only 
express your feelings by writing 
offensive poetry on the wall with a 
key. If you enjoy writing vulgar 
messages on public property, then 
I’m afraid you are nothing more 
than a common hooligan. If you 
still think it is worth a laugh, then 
how about I come into your room 
and watch a movie on your TV—
that is considered public enough. 
Then, when I’m bored with the 
movie, I’ll go up to the screen and 
scratch “I love sailors” into it with 
a rusty nail. Then I will laugh 
hysterically.

NO DRESS CLOTHES

LATE PEOPLE

VANDALIZORS
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 Recently  Fr. Kilian let me 
borrow a Saint Martin’s student 
newspaper that he found when he 
was cleaning out some old files. 
The paper was yellowed and ripped 
at the folds, dating back to April 4, 
1941. I was amazed that  he still had 
a copy  of what was then The 
Martian, and was even more 
surprised that he let me borrow 
such a treasure. Headlines included 
a story about KGY, the first radio 
station in Lacey that  originated on 
the Saint  Martin’s campus, as well 
as the Seattle Mothers’ Club 
planning Saint Martin's annual 
dance. Inside stories included 
questions of whether Hitler could 
invade America, and sports news 
about how Johnny  “Pretty Kitty” 
Katica was all-conference choice 
for the second year in a row for the 
Saint Martin’s basketball team.
 Of course, the first thing I 
noticed about the paper was the 
date. April 1941 was only a few 
months before America became 
involved in World War II, and at 
this time, Saint Martin's was not a 
coeducational institution. A story 
on the front page read “Army, Navy 
Corps Take Eight Fliers,” the 
students obviously  male. Intrigued, 
I pulled out  Fr. John Scott’s “This 
Place Called St. Martin’s” to take a 
closer look. 
 In 1939, Saint Martin’s, as 
well as other, larger universities, 
prepared themselves for the war by 
joining an experiment funded by 
the government to “foster and 
develop” private flying and general 
aviation. At this time, male and 
female applicants were required to 
be accepted on an equal basis into 
the program. So, during a time 
when Saint Martin's was not coed, 
women were allowed to attend 
these classes. 
 Though the experiment was 
successful in providing pilot 
training, the U.S. Army and Navy 
were unwilling to be in a position 
of being forced into accepting 
women. After the first summer of 
the experiment, women were no 

longer allowed to apply. However, 
those female students enrolled in 
this program could technically  be 
called Saint Martin’s first coed 
students. 
 Knowing that women's role 
in World War II helped get women 
out of the home and into the 
workplace, it was interesting to find 
out that it was the war that also 
gave women their first step into 
Saint Martin's.
 The idea of Saint Martin’s 
becoming a full-time coeducational 
university began after the aviation 
program, but it  was continuously 
shot down until 25 years later 
(women had been allowed to take 
night-courses and classes during 
summer session, but were still 
regarded as “special students” until 
1965). However, a few women had 
been accepted into regular course 
work, and Grace S. Dixon had even 
graduated as the valedictorian of 
the Class of 1953. Going coed 
seemed like the next logical step. 
 As I read on, I found 
explanations for both sides of the 
argument.
 Fr. John Scott wrote: “A 
young philosophy professor, Father 
George Seidel, did not like ‘the 
speed at which the decision for 
something as important and as far-
reaching in its consequences as co-
education’ was being taken. ‘The 
real reason we are giving consid-
eration to coeducation at any level 
at this time,’ Fr. George asserted, 
‘is, frankly, money. It is a matter of 
pure expediency.’ He further 
assumed that women would mostly 
want to study subjects in liberal arts 
and humanities… in which areas 
the college’s faculty  and offerings 
were at present  very limited.” 
Ouch.
 On the pro side, accounting 
professor Edward Daniszewski 
addressed the situation: “The 
founding fathers of SMC followed 
the then current opinion that only 
men need be educated because they 
were the dominant sex in society. 
Since World War II, this opinion is 
no longer tenable by facts [for] 
women have made and are making 
tremendous advances in their social 
and economic position.” 

 T h a n k y o u p r o f e s s o r 
Daniszewski. I would like to think 
that the staff at Saint Martin's at 
that time were not just worried 
about getting money from the 
attendance of female students. I 
would like to think that Saint 
Martin's was not only  thinking of 
what was advantageous to the 
college, but what was just in terms 
of female higher education. 
Thankfully, SMC faculty  voted in 
favor of coeducation, effective as 
of September 1965.
 So here I am, 44 years later, 
Co-Editor-in-Chief of the new 
student newspaper at Saint Martin's 
University, reading a newspaper 
written by  an all-male staff about 
an all-male student population at 
what was then Saint  Martin's 
College. It is hard to believe that 

such a short time ago women did 
not have the opportunities that are 
now offered to both men and 
women. Women now represent 
over 50 percent of the student 
population at Saint Martin's, and 
are not only interested in liberal 
arts and humanities, thank you very 
much, but are progressive in all 
areas of study. 
 I would like to solute those 
women who first participated in the 
aviation program in 1939. I am 
disappointed that the U.S. military 
wouldn't accept  them during the 
war, but am glad that Saint Martin's 
gave them the opportunity to join 
the program. It was women like 
them that got everyone talking 
about coeducation, and they are 
part of the reason that I have a 
voice at Saint Martin's today. 

Katie Hawkins
Co-Editor
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